ELECTRONIC PRECISION
SHIFT FOR CHEVROLET
A Convenient Shift in the Way to Change Gears
2020 Chevrolet Bolt shown with optional equipment.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
• Electronic Precision Shift replaces a traditional
gearshift with an electronic button or lever for
easy shifting
• If you forget to shift to PARK before turning
off your engine, Electronic Precision Shift will
automatically shift to PARK unless you turn the
vehicle off in NEUTRAL
• To use an automatic car wash with a vehicle that
has Electronic Precision Shift, you must brake,
open the driver door and shift to NEUTRAL

Electronic Precision Shift allows you to shift gears electronically, rather than using a traditional
shifter with a mechanical connection. If equipped, the execution of this system varies by model.
DOES MY VEHICLE HAVE THIS FEATURE?
• If your vehicle has either a push/pull button labeled with gears or a shift lever with a side button in the center console,
you have Electronic Precision Shift

HOW IT WORKS
Vehicles may be equipped with one of two Electronic Precision
Shift systems:
1. A push-/pull-button shift system located on the center
console or near the infotainment screen (depending on
your model)
2. A shift lever ( joystick style) located on the center console

Preproduction
2020 Chevrolet Corvette
shown with optional equipment.
Actual production model may vary.
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2019 Chevrolet Bolt
shown with optional equipment.
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Elec tr onic Pr ecision Shif t w ith Push/Pull But tons
With this version of Electronic Precision Shift, you must push or pull buttons located on the center console or near the
infotainment screen, depending on your model, in order to shift gears.
• To shift into PARK or NEUTRAL, press the “P” or “N” button
– If you try to shift into PARK while your vehicle is in motion, Electronic Precision Shift will prevent this from happening.
You have to press the “P” button again when your vehicle has slowed to a stop. To shift from PARK to NEUTRAL, apply the
brake pedal and press and hold the “N” button for one to two seconds. The indicator light should show “N.” If it does not,
select NEUTRAL again
• To shift into DRIVE or REVERSE, pull the “D” or “R” switch
– You have to press and hold the brake pedal to shift from PARK to REVERSE, NEUTRAL or DRIVE, just as if you were using a
mechanical shifter
• Toggle between DRIVE and MANUAL or LOW (depending on your model):
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– While in DRIVE, press the “M” or “L” button to engage MANUAL or LOW
– If the vehicle is equipped with MANUAL, manual operation can be toggled on and off by pressing the “M” button. To shift
gears while in MANUAL, use the paddle shifters on the steering wheel
– To shift from DRIVE to LOW, press the “L” button. Use the + and - buttons to shift gears while in LOW. To shift back to DRIVE,
press the “D” button

ELECTRONIC PRECISION SHIFT FOR CHEVROLET
CONTINUED

Electronic Precision Shift with a Shift Lever

Car Wash Procedure

The console-mounted shift lever has a dedicated PARK (“P”) button at the top of the lever
and a SHIFT LOCK RELEASE button on the left side of the lever. You must press the SHIFT
LOCK RELEASE button to shift gears.

There are specific procedures you must follow when using an automatic car wash while
the vehicle is in NEUTRAL (“N”), whether exiting the vehicle or remaining in the vehicle.
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Shift from PARK to REVERSE: With foot on the brake pedal, press and hold side interlock
button. Push shifter forward, then left toward “R”

Before entering the car wash, refer to your Owner’s Manual to ensure your vehicle is
capable of using an automatic car wash.
If the engine needs to be shut off during the car wash, refer to your Owner’s Manual
for instruction.
When exiting the vehicle during the car wash:
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Shift from PARK to DRIVE: With foot on the brake pedal, press and hold side interlock
button. Pull shifter rearward toward “D”
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Shift into PARK: Press brake pedal; come to a complete stop. Press the “P” button

If you open the door to exit the vehicle in a car wash AFTER engaging NEUTRAL, PARK may
automatically engage. Open the door before selecting NEUTRAL.
• With the engine running, place your foot on the brake pedal and open the door
• While your door is open and brake pedal is pressed, put the vehicle in NEUTRAL by
either pressing the “N” button or by moving the shift lever to “N” and holding it for
approximately one to two seconds, depending on the system
• The indicator light should show “N.” If it does not, select NEUTRAL again
• At that point, you can unbuckle your seat belt and exit the vehicle
• Ensure the vehicle is in PARK (“P”) upon re-entry
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Toggle between DRIVE and LOW: While in DRIVE, pull shifter rearward to shift to “L”.
This engages one-pedal driving. Pull shifter rearward again to return to “D”

The Driver Information Center (DIC) will give you feedback if you try to shift incorrectly
by displaying a message such as “Reduce Speed for Requested Shift” or “Conditions Not
Correct for Shift.”

When remaining in the vehicle during the car wash:
• With the engine running, place your foot on the brake
pedal and shift to NEUTRAL by either pressing the “N” button or by moving the
shift lever to “N” and holding it for
approximately one to two seconds,
depending on the system
• The indicator light should show “N.” If it
does not, select NEUTRAL again
• The vehicle will remain in NEUTRAL until
a different gear

USAGE TIP
• If you forget to shift to PARK before
shutting off the vehicle’s engine,
Electronic Precision Shift will
automatically shift to PARK unless the
vehicle is in NEUTRAL

MORE INFORMATION
Customers: For more information
on your vehicle, including vehicle
features and maintenance,
visit GM Owner Center ›
Dealers: For information on other
In-Vehicle Technology features, visit
the In-Vehicle Technology Library ›

RELATED FEATURES
• Electric Parking Brake

